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i really enjoyed the game i bought quite a while ago and just recently redownloaded it due to it being free on google and this
looking like a lot of fun. i love me some damn fine rpg battling especially when it comes to enemy design and monster types. the
music is fitting and helps to establish tone and has its moments but would have been better if it was longer and there was more
variety. it's not a bad game even if i had to say it wasn't as good as i expected it to be. this game really tries to bring out that

depth, but in the end, it's a hook-a-thon. my advice would be to go into this with an open mind, but also, have it saved on a hard
drive or something so you can quit if it bores you. i had to play for half an hour because i love this genre so much. it's like the
games of my youth, except i can enjoy a game of this caliber nowadays. is the price you pay for free games on steam. i don't

need you to know any details about this title, but i just want to let you know it's a really great one. i played it for an hour and a
half and can't seem to put it down. no matter how high, how far, or how fast you run, gravity always seems to catch up and pull

you back down to earth. you might need to prepare yourself for being pulled down and land softly if you want to survive, but with
a little planning, you can accomplish feats that would make those slope-faced engineering majors out there proud. anyways, the

story's crazy and it's plenty long, and while it's not the most original or innovative story of all time, it doesn't take itself too
seriously and doesn't carry a backpack of too many heavy ideas along for the ride.
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there was one point where i was running and got back up to a very high cliff and fell down and got teleported back to where i was
running from before the fall. from there, i realized that the more i fell, the faster i went. had to change my running to a sliding
technique to get away from the monsters that don't catch you. after that, i used run mode to move very fast around the maps,
even attempting to use the space jump glitch, but instead of the game allowing me to fly over the map when you space jump
over a gap, it just kept you in that spot, which was confusing and annoying. the plus is, the music is great and the art is well

done. the maps have some really nice views to offer and the story is interesting, if you can get past all the dumb things in the
game. overall, it was a decent experience, but there is absolutely no reason to replay this game since there is no story, nothing to

do besides random battles, and what you do in the story has limited use to everyone. tifa also did not want to leave, so she
stayed in the village, unaware of cloud's first visit to her. eventually, when her fever had cleared, she found that claudia had also

stayed, who was searching for mal. however, the chief had received a phone call from the city saying that tifa was the village
doctor, so he had to go in search of her. when claudia was finally able to bring cloud to tifa, she was so impressed by how the two
bonded. in return, cloud promised that if tifa stays in the village, they would be more effective in their jobs. later that day, tifa sat

down with cloud and bargained with him for an opportunity to help him save her family. she confessed that her father and
brother had died at the hands of strife and the cloud agreed to take her on as his seventh party member if tifa helped cloud in his

fight against strife. tifa, after agreeing to help cloud with everything, still insisted on going to her village. the two arrived at the
border of cloud's village and the enemy's territory and fought strife's thugs. in the process, tifa came out of her self-imposed shell
and finally declared her feelings for cloud to him, and the two returned to the village, setting aside their differences and working

together. 5ec8ef588b
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